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ABSTRACT 
 

In this paper we consider Lucas inequalities and relate them through the 
sequence  n

rru 0  defined by rnrr LLu  1 where n is a fixed natural number 
and ...,,, 321 LLL  are the ordinary Lucas numbers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
“Fibonacci inequalities” have been studied in a variety of contexts. Atanassov [3] 
considered the Fibonacci inequalities and relate them through the sequence  n

rrm 0  
defined by  rnrr FFm  1  where n is a fixed natural number and  ...,,, 321 FFF are 
ordinary Fibonacci numbers as defined in [4]. Here we consider the Lucas inequalities 
and relate them through the sequence  n

rru 0 defined by  rnrr LLu  1 where n is a 
fixed natural number and ...,,, 321 LLL  are the ordinary Lucas numbers [4]. 
 
 
2. MAIN RESULT 
Theorem: For every natural number k, the following inequalities for the elements of 
the sequence  n

rru 1 are valid: 
(a)  if n = 4k, then 
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         1423222122221224341 ......   kkkkkkkkk LLLLLLLLLLLL  
(b)  if n = 4k+1, then 
          kkkkkkkkk LLLLLLLLLLLL 4222212123212143141 ......    
(c)  if n = 4k+2, then 
           1425222322221243241 ......   kkkkkkkkk LLLLLLLLLLLL  
(d)  if n = 4k+3, then 
            24242222223212143341 ......   kkkkkkkkk LLLLLLLLLLLL  
 
Examples when k = 3: 
(a) n = 12, 

,492,322 103121  LLLL ,522,517 7685  LLLL 597,532 11294  LLLL . 
which gives 112947685103121 LLLLLLLLLLLL   
(b) n = 13,   

,796,521 113131  LLLL ,841,836 7795  LLLL ,84686 LL  ,861104 LL
966122 LL  

which gives 867795113131 LLLLLLLLLL  122104 LLLL   
(c) n = 14,  

,1288,843 123141  LLLL ,1363,1353 87105  LLLL ,136896 LL  
,1393114 LL 1563132 LL  

which gives 9687105123141 LLLLLLLLLL  132114 LLLL   
(d)  n = 15, 

,2084,1364 133151  LLLL ,2204,2189 97115  LLLL ,220988 LL  
,2214106 LL ,2529,2254 142124  LLLL  

which gives 1421241068897115133151 LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL  . 
 
Proof:  We shall use induction method to prove the required results. 
We shall prove the case (a) and other cases can be proved in a similar manner. 
For k = 1, 127 2341  LLLL  
the result is true. 
So, by induction method assume that the case (a) is true for some 1k  and then 
prove it for k+1. 
First, we see that 
             243441   kk LLLL  02 2414   kk LL  
This shows that 243441   kk LLLL  
i.e., the inequality )1.2...(4241262412   ikiiki LLLL  
is valid for i = 1. 
Let us assume that for some kii 1, , the inequality (2.1) is true. Then we must 
prove that 
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the inequality )2.2...(2243242412   ikiiki LLLL               
is also true. 
But, 
  2243242412   ikiiki LLLL  
      224122222432412   ikiiikiki LLLLLL  
  02242232412   ikiiki LLLL  
By the inductive assumption of (d). Therefore, inequality (2.2) is true and hence (a) is 
true. 
 
 
3. SUPPLEMENT RESULT 
With the help of extremal problems discussed by Atanassov in [2], we can write the 
following:  
 
Corollary:  For every natural number n the maximal and minimal element of the 
sequence  n

rru 0  is nn LLandLL 110   respectively. 
 
 
4.CONCLUSION 
This paper discuss the Lucas inequalities through the sequence  n

rru 0  and its 
maximal and minimal element. The new results can be obtained by defining a 
sequence in different manner. 
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